
Builder: FERRETTI

Year Built: 2016

Model: Motor Yacht

Price: PRICE ON APPLICATION

Location: United States

LOA: 65' 0" (19.81m)

Beam: 17' 3" (5.26m)

Max Draft: 4' 11" (1.50m)

Cruise Speed: 30 Kts. (35 MPH)

Max Speed: 33 Kts. (38 MPH)

FERRETTI YACHTS 650 — FERRETTI

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
Ferretti Yachts 650 — FERRETTI from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts available
on our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht Ferretti Yachts 650 — FERRETTI or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing, selling
or chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/ferretti/650/ferretti_yachts_650/2016/225451/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/ferretti/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/ferretti/650/ferretti_yachts_650/2016/225451/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/ferretti/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/ferretti/650/ferretti_yachts_650/2016/225451/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/popular-yacht/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/ferretti/650/ferretti_yachts_650/2016/225451/
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

Ferretti Yachts 650 is the first in a series of models that are bound to set a new functional and
technical standard for the “Yachts” product line below 70 feet in length. Developed thanks to the
cooperation between the Product Strategy Committee, Ferretti Group’s Marketing Department,
AYT&D - Advanced Yachts Technology & Design, and Studio Zuccon International Project, the
project draws inspiration from the Ferretti 620. The Ferretti Yacht 650 immediately strikes the eye
for its extensively renovated profile. Its outer silhouette is characterised by an aerodynamic
flybridge and new fibreglass decorative elements that “cut” through the profile of the glazing in
the superstructure. An unprecedented decoration connects the windows of the three cabins
below deck. The slender lines are further enhanced by the yacht’s aft area, specifically designed
to ensure easy and safe storage and launch of the tender while increasing the guests' onboard
comfort. A tender lift has been developed, capable of lifting an over-3-metre-long tender that can
be lowered into the water by a metre with respect to its original position, thereby allowing the
vessel to be davit-free: a valuable attribute which provides an incredible amount of additional
living space. As is the case on all models in the range, on this 65-footer the shipyard is proposing
alternative layouts both on the sundeck – which also comes in the hard-top version – and inside
the boat.  With Ferretti Yachts 650, the brand goes back to installing engines produced by
Caterpillar. The boat is equipped with a pair of CAT C18: in the standard engine configuration - a
pair of 1015 mhp C18 engines – the FY650 can indeed reach a cruising speed of 26 knots and a
maximum speed of 30 knots. The optional engines (1150 mhp), in turn, can push the yacht to a
cruising speed of 30 knots and a top speed of 33 knots. The range is 275 and 245 nautical miles,
respectively, at maximum speed, and 310 and 300 nautical miles, respectively, at cruising speed
(preliminary data).

Category: Motor Yacht Model Year: 2016

Year Built: 2016 Country: United States

Vessel Top: Hardtop Fly Bridge: Yes

Basic Information

LOA: 65' 0" (19.81m) LWL: 53' 4" (16.26m)

Beam: 17' 3" (5.26m) Max Draft: 4' 11" (1.50m)

Dimensions
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Cruise Speed: 30 Kts. (35 MPH) Max Speed: 33 Kts. (38 MPH)

Displacement: 90830 Pounds Water Capacity: 140 Gallons

Fuel Capacity: 978 Gallons

Speed, Capacities and Weight

Total Cabins: 3 Total Heads: 3

Crew Cabin: 1

Accommodations

Hull Material: Composite Fiberglass Hull Color: White with Bronze Hard Top

Hull and Deck Information

Engines: 2 Manufacturer: CAT

Model: C18 Engine Type: Inboard

Fuel Type: Diesel

Engine Information
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DETAILED INFORMATION

Description

Ferretti Yachts 650 is the first in a series of models that are bound to set a new functional and
technical standard for the “Yachts” product line below 70 feet in length. Developed thanks to the
cooperation between the Product Strategy Committee, Ferretti Group’s Marketing Department,
AYT&D - Advanced Yachts Technology & Design, and Studio Zuccon International Project, the
project draws inspiration from the Ferretti 620. The Ferretti Yacht 650 immediately strikes the eye
for its extensively renovated profile. Its outer silhouette is characterised by an aerodynamic
flybridge and new fibreglass decorative elements that “cut” through the profile of the glazing in
the superstructure. An unprecedented decoration connects the windows of the three cabins
below deck. The slender lines are further enhanced by the yacht’s aft area, specifically designed
to ensure easy and safe storage and launch of the tender while increasing the guests' onboard
comfort. A tender lift has been developed, capable of lifting an over-3-metre-long tender that can
be lowered into the water by a metre with respect to its original position, thereby allowing the
vessel to be davit-free: a valuable attribute which provides an incredible amount of additional
living space. As is the case on all models in the range, on this 65-footer the shipyard is proposing
alternative layouts both on the sundeck – which also comes in the hard-top version – and inside
the boat.  With Ferretti Yachts 650, the brand goes back to installing engines produced by
Caterpillar. The boat is equipped with a pair of CAT C18: in the standard engine configuration - a
pair of 1015 mhp C18 engines – the FY650 can indeed reach a cruising speed of 26 knots and a
maximum speed of 30 knots. The optional engines (1150 mhp), in turn, can push the yacht to a
cruising speed of 30 knots and a top speed of 33 knots. The range is 275 and 245 nautical miles,
respectively, at maximum speed, and 310 and 300 nautical miles, respectively, at cruising speed
(preliminary data).

Equipment

Upgraded engine CAT 1150 HP Standard America Ferretti 650 Hard top with cover Painting N2
dome color bronze Gyro stabilizer Additional mooring cleats (couple) Bigger diameter of steering
wheel Hi-Fi stereo FM/CD/DVD w/loudspeakers in VIP and guest cabin (2) Pilot seat with
reclining backrest Refrigerator instead of American dishwasher External cushions with draining
foam Navnet 3D multifunction repeater 12,1' Upgraded wood for salon/entrance/galley Upgraded
kitchen marble counter top TV 22" LCD/LED A/NTSC US version in VIP, guest and crew cabin
(3) Upgraded furniture décor, top furniture in salon and cabins Upgraded carpet Decoder SAT
HD USA in master, VIP, guest and crew (4) Upgraded curtains in salon and cabins Upgraded
bedcovers in master, VIP and guest cabin Decorative cushions in salon, master, VIP and guest
cabin Upgraded sofa in master cabin Upgraded headbed board and bed frames in master, VIP
and guest cabins Upgraded reading lamp Fenders covers (blue fabric with Ferretti logo) CAD (8)
Exportation Cost Canvas package Stern thruster with watertight engine 10.7 HP (double
propeller) Shore fresh water intake Roll blind in master cabin (2) Roll blind in VIP/guest cabin (3)
Underwater lights under spoiler (2) Light external additional on sidewalks (couple) Lighting for
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stairs towards cabins Searchlight electrically controlled (big regtangular) Chair for cockpit
additional (4) Refrigerator on the fly 50 liters Control station in the cockpit fixed with cover Crew
cabin: additional folding bed System: connection of the crew wc to the holding tank Marble top in
cockpit Flooring: teak on fly Teak on spoiler Teak on side walks Smoke separator for gen (20KW)
3" Upgraded leather for interior sofa upholstery in salon Mosaic: shower-walls in master
bathroom

Exclusions

Owner's personal belongings.

Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel or yacht in good faith but cannot guarantee or
warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should
instruct his representatives, agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel or yacht is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
without notice.
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PHOTOS
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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